RIT | COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

Commencement Ceremony
Gene Polisseni Center
Saturday May 23, 2015 at 3:30pm

Reserved
PhD. Astro & Color
BS/MS Imaging Science
Staff/Volunteers
Open Seating
BS & MS Graduates
PhD. Imaging Science
Entrance

Section 1
Gosnell School of Life Sciences
Bioinformatics, BS
Biology, BS
Biotech-Molecular Biology, BS
Environmental, BS
Environmental, MS
School of Physics & Astronomy
Physics, BS

Section 2
School of Chemistry & Materials Science
Biochemistry, BS
Chemistry, BS
Chemistry, MS
Materials Science & Engineering, MS
School of Mathematical Sciences
Applied Mathematics, BS
Applied Statistics, BS
Computational Mathematics, BS
Applied & Computational Mathematics, MS

Section 2 (Top)
Astrophysical Sciences & Technology, PhD
Color Science, PhD
IMG Science, PhD
IMG Science, BS
IMG Science, MS

Tech Crew

Line 2 Graduates Enter
Line 1 Graduates Enter

ENTRANCE